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Introduction
The Florida Digital Archive (FDA) is a digital preservation service provided by the Florida Virtual Campus
(FLVC) to its Affiliate institutions. The FDA uses the DAITSS 2 (Dark Archive in the Sunshine State) software
to archive and manage its digital repository. DAITSS 2 includes a web-based User Interface that can be
used by FDA Affiliates to submit packages for archiving and to track the status of their packages and view
package contents. Only authorized contacts from institutions who have executed an Agreement with
Florida Virtual Campus (FLVC) or, prior to July 1, 2012, with the Florida Center for Library Automation will
have access to the FDA User Interface.
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FDA Affiliates can use the User Interface to submit materials for archiving and to track their archived
materials. Please consult the Florida Digital Archive Policy and Procedures Guide for more information
about the FDA and FDA Affiliate procedures.
The FDA’s digital repository consists of two main components:
•
•

Archival Storage, where Archival Information Packages (AIPs) themselves are stored.
A Preservation Database that records information about packages and their contents, and about all
operations and preservation actions related to those packages.

For more information about the DAITSS 2 software, see Appendix D

Glossary
Intellectual Entity: An Intellectual Entity is something that can reasonably described and used as a unit,
and corresponds roughly to what might be described by a bibliographic record: a book, a sound recording,
a photograph. (In the case of serial publications, it is recommended that a Submission Information Package
(SIP) include only a single issue, not a volume or set of volumes.)
Descriptor File: A (Submission Information Package) Descriptor File is an XML document in METS format
containing preservation description information. It serves as a “packing slip” or “manifest” to indicate who
is submitting content for archiving, and lists details about each of the content files submitted for archiving.
The name of the descriptor file must be identical to the name of the folder or directory in which the
Submission Information Package (SIP) is contained. For example, if a SIP directory name is ABC, the SIP
descriptor file must be named ABC.xml. In addition, the descriptor file must reside in the highest level
directory of the Submission Information Package (SIP).

Submission Information Package (SIP): A SIP, or Submission Information Package, is defined in OAIS as
an information package delivered to the repository for archiving. In the OAIS specification, the SIP may
contain one digital file or many files. In the FDA implementation a SIP must follow certain rules
documented in the Florida Digital Archive (FDA) SIP Specification. The FDA strongly recommends that a
SIP contain only one Intellectual Entity.
Archival Information Package (AIP): An archived information package stored in the DAITSS repository.
AIP contents include:
•
•
•

A METS xml AIP descriptor file.
All originally submitted content files.
All schema files referenced in the SIP descriptor and other XML files.

Dissemination Information Package (DIP): A DIP, or dissemination information package, is a set of
content disseminated from the repository. In the OAIS specification, the DIP may contain content from one
or more AIPs. In the FDA implementation, a DIP disseminates a single AIP after re-processing it to create
any new normalized or migrated versions of content datafiles. In this way the DIP will always contain, in
additional to the original SIP files, all “latest, best” versions of the files.
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Withdrawal: Withdrawal is the process of deletion of an Archival Information Package (AIP) from the FDA
repository. Information about a withdrawn AIP is permanently maintained in the FDA’s Preservation
Database, but the AIP itself is deleted from the FDA’s archival storage.
PREMIS (Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies): PREMIS in this context refers to a Data
Dictionary that deals with preservation metadata. See
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/understanding-premis.pdf for an overview, and the PREMIS website:
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis. The FDA’s DAITSS 2 software conforms to the PREMIS Data
Dictionary.
.tar file: The TAR file format (derived from tape archive) collects many files into one file. The TAR file
format can be used for submission of Submission Information Packages (SIPs) via the FDA User Interface.
“Tar” is a unix utility.
.zip file: The ZIP file format collects many files into one file. The ZIP file format can be used for submission
of Submission Information Packages (SIPs) via the FDA User Interface.
File Anomalies: File “anomalies” are aspects of a file/object that do not meet the specification for the file.
File anomalies can be identified via the FDA stand-along Description Service, or by the DAITSS software
Description Service during the archiving process.
File Inhibitors: Inhibitors are defined by PREMIS as a “Feature of a Digital Object intended to inhibit
access, copying, Dissemination, or Migration. Common Inhibitors are Encryption and password protection.”
Checksum (or Message Digest): A string of characters produced by an algorithm computed on a file.
Checksum information for each package datafile is included in the SIP Descriptor File. This checksum is
recomputed on all files contained in a Submission Information Package during the process of submitting
the SIP for archiving. A comparison of the recomputed value against the value provided in the SIP
descriptor file assures the FDA that the file has been correctly transmitted and has not been altered during
transmission.
Migration: A transformation intended to produce a more current or more viable version of the source data
file with as little loss of content, formatting and functionality as possible. File format migration is one of the
FDA’s primary preservation strategies. The FDA’s repository always retains the original data file in addition
to any migrated versions.
Normalization: A transformation intended to produce a version of the source data file with more stable
archival properties. The FDA’s repository always retains the original data file in addition to any normalized
versions.

Overview of the FDA User Interface
Before you can use the FDA User Interface you must have a valid username and password. Both are issued
to individuals listed in Appendix A of your institution’s Agreement with FLVC by members of the FDA staff.
To access the FDA User Interface, point a browser at the URL: https://fda.fcla.edu
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The toolbar at the top of the page will display tow tabs, “Dashboard” and “Packages” upon login:

The “Dashboard” tab
The FDA User Interface “dashboard” displays totals for SIPs (Submission Information Packages) submitted
to the FDA for processing and totals for AIPs (Archival Information Packages) successfully archived in the
repository.

The “Packages” tab
The “packages” tab contains three main sections:
•
•
•

The “submit” section for submitting packages for archiving.
The “search” section.
The packages list. The “scope” feature can be used to filter the packages list, and the “download”
button can be used to download the list in CSV (comma-separated values) format for import into
spreadsheet software such as Excel.
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Creating a Submission Information Package (SIP) for archiving
Archiving digital materials in the FDA repository starts with the creation of a Submission Information
Package, or SIP. Complete FDA SIP specifications can be found on the FCLA website.

Basic steps for creating a SIP:
1.

2.

3.

Create a directory or folder containing the datafiles you wish to archive. The name of the directory
should be the name of the SIP. (Note: the directory/folder is part of the SIP.) Folder/package names
should uniquely identify a single intellectual entity. The FDA recommends that you prefix your
package/SIP names with your FDA Account Code.
(Recommended) Check the datafiles against the FDA Description Service website for any file anomalies
and inhibitors that could affect long-term preservation of your files (see Appendix A for more detail
about the FDA Description Service).
Create a SIP descriptor file. Make sure that the SIP descriptor file is located in the top-level SIP
directory.

A useful tool for creating a METS SIP descriptor that meets FDA SIP specifications is the SobekCM METS
Editor created by the University of Florida. This is a Windows-based client that can be pointed at a folder
containing content files to be archived. See Appendix B for details about configuring the METS Editor for
use with the FDA, and Appendix C for information about using the METS Editor to create a SIP descriptor
file.

Custom conversion services
In addition, the FDA is able in some cases to create Submission Information Packages (SIPs) from batches of
materials. Contact FDA staff to explore this option.

Creating a zip or tar file for submission through the User Interface
The FDA User Interface allows direct submission of single Submission Information Packages via the “submit”
function. A prerequisite for submission via the User Interface is that SIPs must be in ZIP or TAR file format.
(Note that batches of SIPs can be deposited with the FDA via the FTP server. SIPs deposited via FTP should
not be in ZIP or TAR format.) The following instructions will provide an example of creating a zip file on a
Windows machine.
Once you’ve created a valid SIP you must “zip” or “tar” the SIP. On a Windows machine you can right-click
your SIP folder and select “send to” to create a .zip file:
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Note: if
you are
using
WinZip to
create a
.zip file be
sure to zip
the entire
SIP folder
and not
just the content files. For example, if your SIP folder is “FDA0001” and it contains SIP descriptor
FDA0001.xml and various content files you must WinZip the FDA0001 folder. The folder is part of the SIP
structure.

Submitting a Submission Information Package (SIP) for archiving
Locate the SIP you wish to archive by using “Browse” button to view the contents of your local computer,
and optionally add a note that you would like to save in the FDA preservation database related to this
submission event:
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If the submission has been successful you will see a display that includes the Intellectual Entity ID issued for
that SIP and a “submit” event, along with the agent for that event (in this case the user “lydia_ACT”), the
timestamp of the “submit” event, and any note you have included with your submission. In addition, the
processing status of the package will be displayed (in this case “ingesting (idle)”, indicating that the
package is in the processing queue but is not yet being actively processed.):

Successfully submitted packages are sent to the archive’s workspace and are processed in turn from the
ingest queue. Depending on the number of other packages in the queue archiving may be completed
within minutes or within days.
For a detailed description of the DAITSS software’s processing workflow, see Appendix D below.

Rejected packages
SIPs that are not well-formed or are problematic in other ways will be immediately “rejected” from
processing along with an error message. Rejected packages are not saved in the archive’s workspace but
are immediately deleted by the DAITSS software and cannot be reprocessed. To be archived rejected
packages must be corrected and re-submitted.
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Examples of reject
messages:

•
•
•

Cannot find content file listed in SIP descriptor: (file name)
Invalid character in package name: (package name, followed by the illegal character).
Not able to determine Account code in package (package name); Missing SIP descriptor.

Note: If the SIP contains files that are not listed in the SIP descriptor the package is not rejected but only
the listed files will be archived. The “submit” event notes will include the message “File not listed in SIP
descriptor not retained: (filename)”. The file referenced in that message will not be archived.

Tracking the status of your packages
All submission attempts and successfully submitted packages can be tracked in the FDA User Interface.

Viewing the status of all recently processed packages
The “packages” page of the FDA User Interface by default displays a list of all packages processed for your
account within the most recent five-day window, and displays the default start date and end date for
displayed packages in scope bar. The list can be downloaded in CSV (comma-separated values) format for
importing into a spreadsheet.

Customizing the packages list
You can limit the list by your account’s project codes, a date range, or by processing activity by using the
pulldown menus and then selecting “Set Scope”:

Activity options
Archived: The package has been successfully archived.
Submitted: The package has been successfully submitted. (Note that the packages retrieved by selecting
this option may have subsequently been archived, disseminated, or withdrawn, as the prerequisite for those
actions is successful submission.) Packages with “latest activity” of “submitted” are those that are in the
archive’s workspace waiting for processing.
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Rejected: The package has been rejected from the archiving process and deleted. Note that he
preservation database retains notes indicating the reason for rejection.
Error: An internal error has occurred during processing. Processing resumes when the problem has been
corrected by FDA staff. (This type of error is not related to file-level anomalies or inhibitors, which do not
halt the archiving process but rather are reported in the ingest report.)
Disseminated: A dissemination request has been successfully completed.
Withdrawn: A request to withdraw a package from the archive has been successfully completed. The FDA
preservation database retains information about the package, but the AIP has been deleted from storage
and details of package content files have been removed from the database.

Search
The “search” section in the “packages” page allows you to search materials in your account by Intellectual
Entity ID (IEID) or Package Name. (Note that you can enter more than one value, separated by spaces.):

Viewing package details, including datafiles
To view detailed information about a specific package, first identify the package to be viewed by using the
“search” feature or by selecting a package from the packages list and click on the Intellectual Entity ID
(IEID), the unique package identifier:

The Package Details page of an archived package contains four main components:
•
•
•

The processing status, in this case “archived”.
The package name and Account and Project codes.
All events associated with the package, along with any notes or comments associated with each
event.
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•

Detailed information about the Archival Information Package (AIP), which includes a link to a list of
all datafiles contained in the package, and links to the ingest report.
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Viewing package contents
To view a list of the datafiles included in a package, click on the “view datafiles” link:

Note that the SIP Descriptor file is “flagged” in the display. The Create date of the file, if included in the
file’s technical metadata, will also be displayed.

Viewing an Ingest Report
When a package is archived an Ingest Report is produced and sent to the Affiliate. In addition, Ingest
Reports can be viewed directly from the AIP section of the Package Details page by clicking on the “ingest
report” link:

The DAITSS Ingest Report will display in your browser:
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How to read an Ingest Report
Ingest reports contain the following key pieces of information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The unique Intellectual Entity ID assigned by the DAITSS software.
The Account and Project under which the package has been archived.
A list of all files in the SIP that have been archived.
The checksums/message digests computed for each file.
All archiving events associated with each file.
Broken links: Broken links are schemas, dtds, and stylesheets referenced in XML files, including the
SIP descriptor, that could not be downloaded by the XML Resolution service and therefore would
not be included in the AIP’s schema package. (In most cases this is not a problem, as the schemas
are usually readily available from other sources and/or have been included in other AIPs.)
Warnings: File warnings are either file anomalies or inhibitors to long-term preservation. File
anomalies may be minor and may not have an impact on long-term preservation. File inhibitors are
inhibitors to long-term preservation. Any packages archived with file inhibitors should be corrected
and re-archived, as format migration of those files may prove to be impossible.
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Disseminating Packages and requesting Withdrawals
A new feature was implemented in July 2014 that allows authorized users to disseminate packages and
request withdrawals of packages. Only users designated with the privilege of disseminating packages
and/or requesting withdrawals per their Agreement with the FDA will have this ability.
To make a Dissemination or Withdrawal request, go to the “packages” tab and identify the package to be
disseminated or withdrawn.

Placing a Request
The Package Details page has a “requests” section that lists all dissemination and withdrawal requests
previously placed on a package and has a “submit request” section that allows authorized users to place
dissemination and withdrawal requests:

To place a request:
•
•
•

Use the pulldown menu to indicate whether the request is a disseminate or withdraw request
Add an optional note for your reference. The note will display in the “requests” section.
Click the “Request” button.

Request status:
•

•

Disseminate requests are immediately and automatically submitted for processing and will display
“yes” in the authorized column and “released_to_workspace” message in the Status column. Refer
to the “events” section of the page to track the progress of the actual dissemination.
Withdraw requests, as a precaution and extra check, require approval from a second user before
they’re submitted for processing. Their initial status is “enqueued”, indicating that the request is in
the requests queue but will not be acted upon until authorized. Note that once a package is
withdrawn from the FDA repository it is completely deleted from storage and cannot be restored
and must be re-ingested. A “Cancel” button is available to cancel withdraw requests that have not
yet been authorized.
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Tracking your request:
The actual execution of requests should be tracked from the “events” section of the Package Details page.

Downloading a Dissemination Information Package (DIP)
The FDA User Interface allows users to disseminate packages from their institution’s account if they have
authorization to “request dissemination”. See the “Disseminating Packages and requesting Withdrawals”
section above for details on placing requests.
The FDA dissemination process
To track the progress of the package dissemination, go to the Package Details page to view the requests
and events associated with the dissemination. A “disseminate finished” event indicates that the
disseminated package (DIP) is available for download from the “DIPS” section of the page:
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Click on the link in the “dips” section to download the DIP and save it to your local computer.

Contents of a Dissemination Information Package (DIP)
The DIP is a tarfile and must be “untarred” or extracted after download. To “untar” the DIP on a Windows
machine, right-click on the file and select “Extract files”. After the DIP is “untarred” you will see the
following files and directories:
•
•

•

•

A top-level directory named after the Intellectual Entity ID (IEID), the unique identifier of the AIP in
the FDA preservation database. Within that directory are the following contents:
A sip-files directory that is essentially the original SIP and the original versions of the package’s
content datafiles and SIP descriptor. (Renaming the sip-files directory to the original package
name will result in essentially a copy of your original package and its contents.)
(optionally) An aip-files directory that contains any normalized or migrated versions of the original
content datafiles. (Note that only specific file formats are normalized or migrated, so only packages
containing those file formats will result in DIPs with an aip-files directory.)
A descriptor.xml file that is a PREMIS in METS XML file detailing the contents of the DIP. (See
PREMIS for an explanation of the elements).
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•

One or more “xmlres-*.tar” files, which are tar files containing schema files downloaded each time
that package has been archived or disseminated.

Withdrawing materials from the FDA Repository
The FDA User Interface allows users to disseminate packages from their institution’s account if they have
authorization to “request dissemination”. See the “Disseminating Packages and requesting Withdrawals”
section above for details on placing withdrawal requests.
In some cases it’s appropriate to withdraw AIPs from the FDA repository, most often because:
•
•
•

A more recent version of the same package/intellectual entity has been archived, and the old
version should not be retained in the repository.
Your institution no longer has archival rights for the content.
A package has been archived by mistake.

Viewing information about a withdrawn package
Even though the AIP itself has been deleted from FDA archival storage, the FDA’s Preservation Database still
maintains information about the package and its processing history. To view information about a
withdrawn package:
1.
2.

Search for the package using either the IEID (Intellectual Entity ID) or name of the package.
Click on the IEID link to display the Package Details page:
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The Package Details page will display the following information for withdrawn packages:
•
•
•
•

A processing status of “withdrawn”.
A list of events associated with the withdrawal, including notes about who requested withdrawal of
the package.
Details of the withdrawal request itself.
The “AIP” section of the display will now indicate that there are zero datafiles in the package, and
the “view datafiles” link will no longer display a list of package contents.
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Logging out of the FDA User Interface
To end your session and log out of the FDA User Interface, click on the “Dashboard” tab and then on the
“logout” button.
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Appendix A: Validating SIP content files prior to SIP submission
The Florida Digital Archive offers a stand-alone file description service (http://description.fcla.edu) that can
be used to perform format identification, validation and characterization on a given file. A file can be
uploaded to the description service, which will return a PREMIS event recording the validation result. A
well-formed and valid file will return <eventDetail>Well-formed and valid</eventDetail>. Any anomalies
detected during format validation will be recorded in the eventOutcomeDetailExtension section.

For example:

<eventOutcomeDetailExtension>
<anomaly>Improperly formed date</anomaly>
</eventOutcomeDetailExtension>

Note that Well-formed and valid files can also contain inhibitors to long-term preservation. For example:

<inhibitors>
<inhibitorType>Password protection</inhibitorType>
<inhibitorTarget>UserAccess: No permissions</inhibitorTarget>
</inhibitors>
Inhibitors are features of an object intended to inhibit access, use, or migration. The FDA is most concerned
with inhibitors that can affect our ability to perform format normalization or migration on a file, should
these strategies be required in order to assure long-term preservation. The most common form of file
inhibitor is password protection of files.

Using the Description Service
To use the FDA Description Service to validate your content files prior to creating a SIP:
o

Point your browser at http://description.fcla.edu:
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•
•

Use the “Browse” button to locate a file and click “Open”
Click the “Submit” button to submit the file to the Description Service:

•

The Description Service will return a PREMIS XML file that will include a description service “event”
element that includes the <eventDetail>, <eventOutcome> and any <anomaly> and <inhibitor>:
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Any files that are invalid or contain inhibitors to long-term preservation are not good candidates for
inclusion in a Submission Information Package.
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Appendix B: Downloading, Installing and Cofiguring the METS Editor
The University of Florida’s METS Editor is designed to create METS XML Sip Descriptor files when pointed at
a folder/directory containing datafiles or images that belong to a single Intellectual Entity.

Step 2: Download and install the METS Editor
The University of Florida’s METS Editor can be downloaded from http://ufdc.ufl.edu/software/mets.
Download the “Install File (MSI)” and follow the installation instructions.

Step 3: First-Time setup: Launch the METS Editor and fill out the
Preference Forms
The first time you launch the METS Editor you will be prompted through a series of preference forms.
Configure those forms for use with the FDA, as follows:
Select the Florida Digital Archive option on the General Use form:

Select your primary bibliographic metadata scheme:
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Select your primary metadata template:

Select the FCLA Template Add-On:
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Enter your FDA Account and Project codes in the “FCLA Add-ons” template. These codes were provided to
you after your institution completed its Agreement with the FDA.
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On the Intitialization: Resource Files screen, check the options to “Always add all page images when
creating a new METS file (this option will automatically include all of the .jpg and .tif files in your SIP folder
in your METS SIP descriptor file) and “Include checksums for files” (this option will calculate checksums for
your SIP folder’s content files and include them in the SIP descriptor):

On the Initialization: Localization and Defaults screen, enter your full name and your Institution’s
abbreviation and Complete name (these will appear in your SIP descriptor file as the creator of the SIP
descriptor and holding location of the archived materials):
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Click on the “COMPLETE” button. There is one more critical step in your initial setup/configuration of the
METS Editor:

Step 4: Set the METS file extension to “.xml” (do not skip this
step!):
Because the METS Editor is used for a number of different purposes, it is critical to configure your client to
save the METS SIP Descriptor file with the “.xml” extension so that it meets the FDA SIP specifications.
Failure to do so will result in an invalid SIP Descriptor file.
To set the METS file extension, launch the METS Editor and select “Options”:
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Under “Options” select “Metadata Preferences”:

Then select “.xml” in the “File extension for the resulting METS files:” setting:
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Step 5: Configure Resource File Options
Again select Options -> Metadata Preferences and click on the “Resource Files” tab. Be sure to check all
boxes except “Include SobekCM File Technical Specs Metadata” and click “SAVE”. This will ensure that the
METS Editor will include all datafiles in your SIP folder when it creates the METS Descriptor File (otherwise
you may be prompted to include files):
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This completes the initial setup of the METS Editor. You are now ready to create a SIP descriptor.
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Appendix C: Using the METS Editor to Create SIPs
Create a SIP folder on your computer
Before using the METS Editor to create a SIP Descriptor file, you should first create a SIP folder on your local
computer. The folder should have the following characteristics:
•

•

•

The name of the folder is considered the SIP or package name. Folder/package names should
uniquely identify a single intellectual entity. The FDA recommends that you prefix your
package/SIP names with your FDA Account Code.
The SIP/package folder should contain all datafiles necessary to render at least one representation
of your intellectual entity. For example, if your SIP’s intellectual entity is an event program
brochure, the SIP should contain all files and images necessary to render the program. This might
be a single PDF file or multiple page images. You may use sub-folders or directories in the SIP
folder, perhaps one for each representation of the entity. In this example one folder might contain
a PDF file of an entire event program and one folder might contain multiple page images that
together represent the event program brochure.
Consider validating your SIP’s content files using the FDA stand-alone Description Service to check
for any serious problems in file formats.

Creating a SIP descriptor METS XML file
The following example will demonstrate the creation of a SIP descriptor METS XML file for a package/folder
containing a single PDF file. The SIP descriptor file is essentially a “shipping list” or manifest that contains
descriptive metadata about the contents of the SIP/package and lists all of the files within that folder.
Although the METS Editor is a very powerful tool and contains many additional features, this example
demonstrates the minimum steps for creating a SIP descriptor. The result will be a SIP that can be zipped
and submitted via the User Interface for archiving.

Step 1: launch the METS Editor and select the “Create a new METS file” option:
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Step 2: Select the SIP folder that contains your SIP datafiles (in this example, the FDA00000430
contains SIP content files) and click “OK”:
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Step 3: Fill out the descriptive metadata template
After you select your SIP folder the METS Editor will display a descriptive metadata template. At minimum
provide a title for your entity and, if applicable, volume and issue information:
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Click “APPLY”, and then “FINISH” to complete the creation of your SIP Descriptor file.
If you look inside your SIP directory you will see that the METS Editor created a file named [folder
name].xml:

This is your SIP descriptor.
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If you click on the SIP descriptor you will see that it is a METS XML file containing information about your
SIP, including Account and Project information, and a reference to your content file(s):

You are now ready to zip the SIP folder (in this example FDA00000430) and submit your SIP for archiving, as
described above.
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Appendix D: DAITSS Archiving Workflow
The diagram below provides a brief overview of the DAITSS software’s archiving process (DAITSS is the
software used by the FDA.) A detailed description of key processes follows the diagram.

SIP is submitted to
DAITSS
DAITSS Submission/
SIP validation
Virus check of all
files

"Per file" Services

AIP descriptor
created & validated

AIP tar file created

DAITSS Storage
Service stores AIP
Preservation
database updated

Ingest report issued
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Key processes:
Submitting SIPs to DAITSS: SIPs can be submitted to DAITSS either one at a time via the User Interface or
in batch by depositing them on the FDA FTP server.
DAITSS Submission and SIP validation service: the DAITSS Submission Service validates all Submission
Information Packages to ensure that they are valid and well-formed. Valid SIPs are parsed and moved into
a Workspace Information Package (WIP) for ingest processing. Invalid SIPs are deleted from DAITSS so
source copies should be kept until the SIPs have been accepted. A Reject Report is produced for each
rejected SIP. Events relating to the submission of the SIP are permanently retained in the DAITSS database.
Note that any files included in the SIP but not correctly described in the SIP Descriptor will be deleted and
their deletion will be noted in the DAITSS database during this process.
Virus checking: After a package successfully passes Submission, all content files in the package are
checked for viruses. If a virus is found in any files the package is flagged with a processing “Error” and the
owner will be contacted.
DAITSS “per file” services: Each file in the SIP is processed through the “per file” services in turn until all
submitted files have been processed. (Note that files in the SIP not referenced by the SIP Descriptor file are
not processed and are not retained in the AIP.) Processing includes file format identification, format
validation, extraction of format-specific technical metadata, creation of derivative (normalized and/or
migrated) versions if required, and special handling for certain file formats (e.g., XML resolution).
Creation of an AIP descriptor: Each step of the archiving process produces a PREMIS-based xml snippet.
At the completion of the “per file” processing, the individual snippets are assembled into an AIP descriptor
and the descriptor is validated.
Creation and storage of the AIP tar file: The entire DAITSS Archival Information Package (AIP) is
assembled into a single UNIX tar file for storage. DAITSS computes an md5 and sha1 checksum on each
AIP tar file before it is forwarded to the DIATSS Storage Service for deposit into archival storage.
AIP is stored in Archival Storage: The AIP tarfile is stored in the FDA’s Archival Storage by the DAITSS
Storage Service. Currently the FDA stores two masters of each AIP: one on tape storage in the Gainesville
silo pool, and one on disk storage in the Tallahassee silo pool.
DAITSS preservation database: The DAITSS database contains both records of the movement of
packages through processing as well as PREMIS event and object information for each AIP and its content
files. In addition, the complete AIP descriptor XML file is stored in the preservation database after the AIP is
successfully stored (ingested) in the FDA’s Archival Storage.
Ingest report issued: After each successful ingest, an Ingest Report is either mailed to the email account
specified by each Affiliate or is sent in daily batches to the FTP server for pickup, according to each
Affiliate’s preference.
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